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ocp oracle database 11g administration ii exam guide exam - a fully integrated study system for ocp exam 1z0 053
prepare for the oracle certified professional oracle database 11g administration ii exam with help from this exclusive oracle
press guide in each chapter you ll find challenging exercises practice questions a two minute drill and a chapter summary to
highlight what you ve learned, oracle database preinstallation requirements - following are the steps for installing the
software from an x window system workstation or x terminal start a local terminal session for example an x terminal xterm if
you are not installing the software on the local system then enter the following command to enable the remote host to
display x applications on the local x server, oracle 11g database new features - 1 1 1 apis and precompilers the following
sections describe new oracle database 11 g features in application programmatic interfaces these features improve
performance and scalability of applications and enable easy deployment of the oracle client side stack, oracle 11g changes
to optimal flexible architecture ofa - oracle s optimal flexible architecture ofa is a great way to apply standards and best
practices for a large oracle shop especially those who must manage multiple databases in many environments, oca oracle
database 12c installation and administration - john watson is an ocp dba 8 0 8 i 9i 10g 11g interrnet application server
administrator and certified on managing oracle on unix he is a senior consultant with blp management consultants and
taught for oracle university in south africa for four years john taught the db10g new features course and the db10g
manageability and performance seminars, how to install oracle 11g on linux with asm oracle database - ask a question
answer a question check out our new forums background overview the following documentation provides instructions for
building an oracle 11g database with asm residing on an oracle linux server version 5 3 kernal version 2 6 18, data guard
physical standby setup in oracle database 11g - home articles 11g here data guard physical standby setup in oracle
database 11g release 2 data guard is the name for oracle s standby database solution used for disaster recovery and high
availability, oracle and sun microsystems strategic acquisitions oracle - oracle acquired sun microsystems in 2010 and
since that time oracle s hardware and software engineers have worked side by side to build fully integrated systems and
optimized solutions designed to achieve performance levels that are unmatched in the industry early examples include the
oracle exadata database machine x2 8 and the first oracle exalogic elastic cloud both introduced in late 2010, oracle on
amazon rds amazon relational database service - you can create db instances and db snapshots point in time restores
and automated or manual backups, kamran agayev s oracle blog step by step oracle guides - here i ve collected all my
step by step guides which help you to understand basic concepts very easily install vmware step by step, oracle
application express amazon relational database - oracle application express amazon rds supports oracle application
express apex through the use of the apex and apex dev options oracle apex can be deployed as a run time environment or
as a full development environment for web based applications, subprogram inlining in 11g oracle developer net subprogram inlining in 11g the release of oracle 10g brought with it the first optimising compiler for pl sql as discussed in this
oracle developer net article oracle added two levels of optimisation to provide some impressive performance gains without
changing a line of code oracle 11g has taken compiler optimisation further in particular with the concept of subprogram
inlining, oracle base miscellaneous articles - partitioning partitioned tables and indexes reduce tables and indexes to a
more manageable size and simultaneously improve performance partitioning enhancements in oracle 9i check out the
additions and enhancements to partitioning in oracle 9i partitioning enhancements in oracle database 11g release 1 an
introduction to the partitioning enhancements in oracle 11g release 1
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